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However, it was the Bath Badminton Club that standardized the rules of the game in , forming a badminton club in
Folkestone. What is the difference between Tennis and Badminton? Tennis and badminton are racket sports that can be
played either individually or in teams of two.

Conclusion History The origin of tennis can be traced back to the 12th century. The game was first played in
France, and then known as jeu de paume meaning the game of palms in French. The use of rackets in tennis
would later emerge in the 16th century when it was renamed to tennis. The name tennis comes from a French
word "tenez" meaning "take", receive or hold in English. Back then, the game used to be played indoors only,
where players used to hit the ball against a wall like squash. Later in , an ancient pro writer called Forbet
published the first rules that would be used in professional tennis. This was after King Charles ix officially
recognized tennis professionals in consequently having the first professional tennis tour. It is believed that
badminton, on the other hand, was started in the mids by a group of British soldiers working in India.
Badminton shares some similarities with an ancient game known as battledoor which would be played by only
two people using minute rackets. Nearly years ago, a game called shuttlecocks was introduced in ancient
Greece. It eventually became popular and spread to other countries such as Siam and China. It was when it
landed in India that it changed the name to ball badminton and a net was introduced in between the players.
Both shuttlecock and battledoor had the same characteristics with ball badminton in regards to the basic rules
and intention of the game. The difference between the three games was the balls used in each game. In this
era, this is when the first court dimensions were discussed and implemented. The idea of having a net in the
middle was also acquired from the previous similar sports. People believe that the name badminton came from
badminton house, which the Duke of Beaufort owned. Badminton would later in reach England where players
used the established rules by the British soldiers in India. The rules would be revised a couple of times to
settle for what we have today. Basic Rules The basic rules of both games are similar to the objective of the
two games. In tennis, the aim is to ensure that the ball does not bounce twice on your court. In this case, you
are required to keep playing the ball until you or your opponent is unable to return the ball. You should also
make sure that all your returns go past the 3 m net in the middle of a tennis court. However, the rackets are
uniquely specific to each sport. Tennis rackets will be larger and approximately three times heavier than their
badminton counterparts. They are uniquely designed to stabilize the head of the racket to make the sweet spot
bigger. On the other hand, the badminton rackets come with a straight shaft and a lollipop design. There is also
a difference between the string tension of the two rackets. While tennis players use a hollow rubber ball
covered with fabric, badminton players use a shuttlecock which is made of 16 overlapping feathers joined
together by a round cork at the bottom. Shuttlecocks are generally ten times lighter than tennis balls. When a
shuttlecock is hit, it does not follow the typical path that a regular ball would follow since the feathers are
much lighter than the cork base. When it comes to shoes, what you need to consider is the difference between
how the two racket sports are played. For instance, tennis features a lot of abrupt stops and running which
means that the best tennis shoes should be designed for these kinds of activities. On the other hand, badminton
features a lot of lunges and jumps which means that you would look for shoes designed to handle these types
of activities. Courts When it comes to courts, the two racket sports have completely different courts. A
badminton court is half the width and length of a tennis court. However, the courts look similar from a
distance and are marked nearly the same. In professional badminton, it is discouraged to have one court
serving as doubles and singles court. It is believed that it creates confusion for new players. However, in
tennis, the court can be used for both singles and doubles. Apart from the size of the courts, the surface is also
different and the height of the net. In badminton, the net is supposed to be 1. On the other hand, tennis courts
can be outdoors or indoors. There are four main types of surfaces which are grass, clay, hard and carpet courts.
The international tennis Federation is championing for smaller courts designed to encourage tennis playing at
a younger age. The smaller courts use slower balls as well compared to the regular courts. Players In both
sports, anyone able to hold a racket can play. In tennis, these categories are available plus a few more
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involving three players and players in wheelchairs. In Canadian doubles, a single player goes against two
players. To make it fair for both teams, the single player hits the ball against a doubles court while the two
players hit the ball against a singles court. However, in this game the single player always serves. In Jordache,
there are still three players in the game but only two players at a time. In this regard, the first two players go
against each other and are awarded points. Nevertheless, there is a variation of the game called mini Jordache
which requires a player to reach only 25 points first to win the game. In wheelchair tennis, the players are
required to be in wheelchairs, and the rules are modified a bit to accommodate the speed of the wheelchairs.
Serving Badminton players have little advantage over their opponents when serving, unlike tennis where
professional athletes are expected to capitalize on their serves. Serving in professional badminton is similar to
tennis except that both players should be on their service courts during the serve. To score a point, the
shuttlecock has to touch the ground marking the end of a rally. You can as well earn a point when your
opponent is unable to get the shuttlecock past the net or sends it out of the marked play area. On the other
hand, a tennis game consists of five best of three sets where each set has six games. The motive is to win four
points or two consecutive points to win the game. As mentioned earlier, the tennis ball is supposed to bounce
on your court only once. In this regard, if you are unable to return the ball on time and it bounces twice, the
opponent earns a point. You can also receive a point just like in badminton when the opponent hits the ball out
of the designated area of play, is unable to return the ball past the net or double faults during a serve. Referee
In professional badminton, there are a couple of officials who assist the main referee such as the Line judge
and umpire. However, the buck stops with the official referee. In other words, the two officials support the
chief referee and report to him, but his decision is final. A senior referee in a badminton game is responsible
for everything that happens in a tournament on the court and off the court. The referees need to be certified to
officiate a game. Just like in badminton, is responsible for all aspects of the game including the conduct of the
coaches, spectators, and players on the court and off the court. However, he has a chief umpire who sits on a
high chair on the side of the court. The chief referee must delegate duties to other refs. Conclusion Tennis and
badminton are both exciting racket games which have numerous health benefits and are played at various
levels. These two games are very distinct even though they borrow a few characteristics from each other such
as the basic rules. The debate on which is the better game is still ongoing and might not end soon if different
aspects of the two sports are to be considered such as skill sets required for both racket sports.
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Badminton courts are smaller almost half the size of a tennis court and have nets that are further away from the ground.
In order to become the winner in a tennis match, you need to win 6 games first with a margin of 2 or more games.

Share on Facebook Badminton and table tennis, also known as pingpong, are considered fun games by many
people but are also very competitive racquet Olympic sports. China dominates both sports. Badminton and
table tennis have other similarities in field of play, equipment and rules, but they also have differences. Field
of Play Competitive badminton and table tennis are both played indoors. Badminton courts and table tennis
tables resemble miniature tennis courts, because they are rectangular, have a net that separates players on each
side of the net, and have singles and doubles courts. Badminton courts are 20 feet wide and 44 feet long -- 22
feet on each side of the net. Singles courts are 17 feet wide. Tennis courts are 78 feet long by 36 feet wide.
Badminton nets are 5 feet high; table tennis nets are 6 inches high. Equipment Badminton players use racquets
that resemble tennis racquets, but they weigh 2 to 3 ounces, while tennis racquets weigh 10 to 12 ounces. They
swing their racquets at shuttlecocks, which are often called birdies and weigh less than one-fifth of an ounce.
Players hit the small piece of leather cork at the bottom of the shuttlecock. The rest of the shuttlecock is
shaped like a cone and is composed of nylon or feathers. Table tennis players use wooden racquets, which are
often called paddles and include a handle and a rubber-covered oval surface that is used to hit the ball.
Badminton Rules Badminton players win matches when they win two point games. They must win games by
at least two points. Points start with serves. Receivers must hit the shuttlecock before it hits the ground if it
would land in the service court, but they win the point if it lands elsewhere. After the serve, players must hit
the shuttlecock before it bounces and the return must go over the net. The winner of the point serves the next
point. Table Tennis Rules Table tennis players win matches when they win four point games. They also must
win games by at least two points and serve to start each point. While badminton players must hit the
shuttlecock before it bounces once in play, table tennis players must hit the ball before it bounces twice on
their side and then must hit the ball over the net on a fly. Regardless of who wins points, players alternate
serving two points each throughout the match. Players from China won the gold medal in all of these events at
the Summer Olympics. The United States does poorly internationally in badminton and table tennis.
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Badminton and Schuttle Badminton are basically the same while Badminton can also include ball badminton where you
use ball instead of a shuttlecock. Tennis is a sport basically played on three different surfaces like grass (lawn tennis),
hard courts and clay courts.

Privacy Policy Badminton and Tennis: A Comprehensive Comparison While the game of tennis has enjoyed
tremendous media coverage over the course of the last 40 years or so, badminton has quietly established itself
as an entertaining, more recreational sport. Regardless of the differing statuses of the two sports, both are
enjoyed for different reasons. A net was added by a few of the British officers and when this happened, the
way was officially paved for the version of badminton we know today. Here are some of the basic rules: The
game consists of 2 players on one side of the net and 2 players on the other, with each player occupying a
square set on the court. To win each rally, one of the teams must reach 21 points. When the birdie hits the
ground, the rally is ended and the next player in line to serve then does so. The birdie is passed to the left
either to a teammate or to the player immediately opposite them if both players have already served. The game
is considered over when one of the sides is the victor 2 rounds out of the 3. Unlike its counterpart, however,
tennis actually originated in England. Here are some of the basic rules of modern tennis: The game can be
played in either singles or doubles format, It is only the server on either side that can score points. With every
point earned, the score progresses in the following order: Tennis matches are played in sets. Most of the best
racquets in tennis are known for their commercial endorsement and use by pro tennis players. Like the
lucrative market of designer athletic shoes in basketball or soccer, the racquets are often huge money makers if
an athlete uses them on the court. In order to give an educated opinion, I will be looking at the various
physical attributes of both sports. Tennis Ball is hit by a tightly strung, solid tennis racquet. There may be
more running required from the player due to the size of the court. The players are granted a rest period every
two games Reasonably fast-paced sport Balls are hit at rates of easily miles per hour Badminton The games
are continuous no rest period between matches which can make for physical exhaustion setting in at a much
faster rate Lightweight racquets are used to hit the birdie. I think badminton has got tennis beat in the
strenuousness department. Nevertheless, both sports are a lot of fun to play and are also immensely beneficial
workouts. Why not try one of these sports for yourself today?
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Tennis and badminton are both exciting racket games which have numerous health benefits and are played at various
levels. These two games are very distinct even though they borrow a few characteristics from each other such as the
basic rules.

The games can either be played individually or in sets of two. Those are however the only two similarities
between the two sports. There are several differences can be identified between the two games from the
equipment used, the field layout, scoring means and the match formats. The two games also have a set of
different rules that differentiate them. Tennis is part of the globally recognized racket sports, that is either
played by two individual opponents or a set of two opponents. The game involves hitting a rubber ball with
rackets from one side of the net to the other. The main aim is to hit the ball hard such that the opponent is not
able to hit it back to make a good return. Tennis can be traced back to the 12th century, when it was first
played in Northern France. During this time the sport was referred to as jeu de paume, which means game of
the palm in English. Around , the game was evolved into what we recognize as tennis today by Harry Gem
and Augurio Perera. It is then that the use of rackets in the game was established. Ten years later the very first
tennis club was built in Leamington Spa. Badminton is another popular racket sport that involves the use of
cord strung rackets and lightweight shuttlecocks. It is a racket sport played using cord strung rackets and
shuttlecocks. The game can either be played by two parties or as set of two teams each team containing two
individuals. The game is played on a rectangle court separated into two by a net. The shuttlecock can only be
hit once after it passes over the net, when it falls down the match ends. The game is best played indoors, as the
shuttlecock is very light in weight and is often swayed by the wind. The military officials stationed there, were
believed to be the inventors of the game. In , the Bath Badminton Club standardized the guiding rules of the
game into what we recognize today. Differences Between Tennis and Badminton Court Layout and Size
Tennis courts measure 78 feet in length and 36 feet in width, on the other hand badminton courts measure 44
feet in length and 20 feet in width. Tennis courts are almost double the size of an average badminton court.
The nets of both the games are also different. Equipment The equipment needed for each game varies. Tennis
requires rackets that weigh between to grams. Tennis uses a hard felt ball while badminton requires a
shuttlecock. The shoes required for each of the games on the professional matches such as the Olympics also
vary. Tennis has a list of approved tennis shoes while badminton has a list of preferred footwear. Footwork
Footwork patterns between the two games are different; badminton patterns require more lunges and jumps.
Tennis requires more running, abrupt starts and stops. Matching Means Tennis when played according to the
rules, wins are based on the team or opponent with the best of 3 sets. Sets are won by the player or set of two
team players that wins six games first with a margin of 2 or more games. To qualify as a winner, one must also
win 4 points and lead in the game by 2 or more pointers. In badminton the first plater or first team of players
to win twenty-one points wins the game. Tied games can be resolved by continuing the rounds until a player
wins 2 consecutive points or one single round is played to establish a winner. If the game ties at twenty points,
the game continues until a winner with a 2-point margin is established. If the game ties at 29 points, another
round is played to establish a winner. Comparison Chart Summary of Tennis vs. Badminton Both are racket
games recognized across the world. Both the games are either played by two individuals or four individuals in
sets of two. Tennis uses up larger courts and the nets are 36 inches away from the ground. Badminton courts
are smaller almost half the size of a tennis court and have nets that are further away from the ground. In order
to become the winner in a tennis match, you need to win 6 games first with a margin of 2 or more games.
Badminton requires the winner to be the first to have 21 points. If you like this article or our site. Please
spread the word.
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The badminton sport is a kind of similar sport to tennis but the differences between tennis and badminton that badminton
sport's ball is not round like tennis ball and badminton ball is maden by goose-quill and it has a different shape and there
is also some differences between both of them's racket.

Staying fit and healthy is becoming a worldwide trend today and going to the gym is one of the ways which
people choose to lose weight. There are those who find going to the gym a little boring so they opt to engage
in sports. Badminton, tennis and squash are among the choices for losing weight and being healthy, but how
do you know which one is perfect for you? Although badminton, tennis and squash are all racquet sports; there
are significant differences among these three sports. Read along as each sport is discussed in details and we
might be able to help you choose which one is best for you. Badminton History The history of the sport can be
traced back to as early as mids which was created by the British military officers in British India. Badminton
is somewhat similar to the traditional game called battledoor and shuttlecock whereas the game is played by
two people with small rackets battledoor which are made up of parchment or row of gut stretched across a
wooden frame. A shuttlecock has a base made up of a light material such as a cork with attached trimmed
feathers on the top. The object of this game is to hit the shuttlecock to and fro as many times without letting it
fall to the ground. About 2, years ago in ancient Greece, game with shuttlecocks originated in this place. Since
then, its popularity spread to Indo-Greek kingdoms to India then going further east to China and Siam. When
it reached India, the game was modified and a net was placed between the opposing players and it was now
called ball badminton. Ball badminton was similar to battledoor and shuttlecock with regards to the rules and
objective, the difference was in the ball that they used. The game was played by the royalties in Tamil Nadu,
India whereas instead of the feathered shuttlecock, a yellow ball made of wool was used. They also made a
court with fixed dimensions and was divided by a net in the middle. It is believed that the Badminton House,
Gloucestershire which was owned by the Duke of Beaufort gave the game its name but it is still unclear on
how and when it came about. In , badminton started to be played in England with the set of rules that
originated in British India. In , the rules were revised to a standard regulation applicable to English ideas by J.
Hart and made another revision in with Bagnel Wild. The Badminton Association of England published the
first set of rules in ; these rules are similar with what is being followed today. In , the All England Open
Badminton Championships which is the first badminton competition in the world started. The Badminton
World Federation previously named the International Badminton Federation was first established at Canada in
with the founding members such as: India joined as an associate in The BFW is the governing body of
international badminton at present. A racquet and a shuttlecock are the main equipment of this game. A
racquet is primarily made up of a handled frame with a hoop in the middle where a network of tightly
stretched cords is arranged. Stiffness and lightness are the best features of good badminton racquet. A
shuttlecock is conical in shape and is made up of 16 feathers overlapping each other and are equally
lengthened and neatly arranged in a row that is secured by a rounded cork on the base. A point is scored when
the shuttlecock touches the ground which means that the rally ended. One match is made up of three games
with 21 point each. There are five categories in professional badminton: Skills Needed There are 2 strokes that
you need to learn in badminton , and these are: These two strokes depend on the hand orientation of the player,
whether he is right handed or left handed. A forehand stroke is done by hitting using the front of your hand
like hitting with your palm while a backhand stroke is done by hitting using the back of your hand like hitting
with your knuckles. Benefits For Health Badminton is a form of and aerobic exercise or a cardio exercise in
other terms. It has multiple health benefits to its players and these benefits increase as the players also engage
in the sport for a longer time. The game of tennis is usually played by the royalties back then such as: In , the
first codification of rules was published by a professional writer named Forbet. During the 18th and 19th
century real tennis declined and new racquet sports started to emerge in England, these are: It is an Olympic
sport and can be played by anyone who can hold a racquet. The mechanisms of a tennis racquet comprise of a
handle with a neck which connects it to a elliptical frame which holds tightly drawn strings matrix which were
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made up of animal gut traditionally but soon changed into synthetic strings. The frame of the racquet is
presently made up of titanium. The hitting area must be flat and uniformed; the frame cannot be more than a
length of 29 inches and width of The balls used in tennis has progressed a lot since it was manufactured from
cloth strips only stitched together to the present tennis ball which is made felt coating hollow rubber. The
color was traditionally white but was altered to optic yellow in the late 20th century for better visibility. The
official diameter of a tennis ball is A tennis match is played best of 3 or 5 sets and each set consists of 6
games. Each game ends when one player wins 4 points or wins 2 consecutive points at deuce points. A tennis
ball should bounce once on the floor before a player may hit. A player may score a point when: Skills Needed
A good grip on the tennis racquet is a fundamental skill. A player must know a forehand and backhand stroke
just like in badminton. A ground stroke is when the opponent is able to return the ball after the first bounce. A
volley is done by hitting the ball in midair before it touches the ground. And there are also a number of health
benefits tennis can bring: It is not only a physical sport nor a sport of strength, but rather it is both mental and
physical. It is a low impact sport so anyone can play it. It was invented in at Harrow School. Its history does
not really come from a long way back because it emerged when real tennis lost its popularity in the 19th
century. Changes have been made with this sport with regards to its rules and standards. It can be played by
two or four players within a four walled court. Players should alternately strike the ball with the racquet and
hit the ball to the playable surfaces of the four walls of the court. The standard racquets are similar with that of
the tennis racquets but have different measurements with dimensions of mm long and mm wide. Squash balls
are made up of a hollow rubber material and are buffed to a matte finish. Different specifications are required
for squash balls depending on the speed of play and player level. Squash is played inside a court with four
walls and these four walls have different playing surfaces on them where players must hit the ball. The current
scoring system of squash for all levels is called point a rally scoring PARS. In this scoring system, it does not
matter whether you are the server or the receiver because the winner of the rally will always be the one who
will receive the point. Games are played to 11 but players must win by two points. Another scoring system
used in squash is the American scoring, the only difference it has with PARS is that games are played up to
Matches are usually played best of five. There are different tactics and strategies for this. Also, there are
different types of shot played in squash and these are: In order to play the sort effectively, you must know the
different shots and must understand well the game. Benefits For Health Aside from the health benefits that
were mentioned earlier in badminton and tennis, squash can also promote those; here are a few more health
benefits that squash can make: Boosts flexibility and sprint speed Improves hand-eye coordination Develops
the strength of your leg and arm muscles Promotes concentration and mental strength There are still a lot of
things that sports can bring about in your overall health and it is still your choice on which sport you will
participate into. Posted on Feb 25,
Chapter 6 : Badminton Vs Tennis Vs Squash-What Is Best For You? - Leo's Racket's
Badminton is a game that involves the use of a net, lightweight rackets, and a shuttlecock. Two or four players play it,
which is played indoors, on a marked-out area 44 ft ( m) long by 17 ft ( m) wide for the two-player game and 20 ft ( m)
wide for the four-player game.

Chapter 7 : Differences between tennis vs badminton | Piktochart Visual Editor
By demonstrating tennis and badminton skills, the student will experience success and failure in themselves. These
experiences will help the student learn how to better cope with success and failure; To demonstrate the eastern
forehand, eastern backhand, and continental tennis grips;.

Chapter 8 : Badminton vs Tennis - Difference Between
Professional tennis games tend to last much longer than tennis but involve much less overall energy than a professional
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badminton match. The badminton shuttle is a half cork balk wrapped in leather, from which extends feathers in a conical
shape, and a tennis hall is a heavier rubber ball about the size of a baseball and covered in a tough but.

Chapter 9 : Stick Badminton - Free online games at www.nxgvision.com
Badminton and table tennis, also known as pingpong, are considered fun games by many people but are also very
competitive racquet Olympic sports. Badminton player Fu Haifeng of China hit the shuttlecock, badminton's version of a
ball, mph in , according to Guinness World Records. China.
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